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Abstract

 Startup is offering booming opportunities for new generation to reach more

heights. It’s a young company founded by one or more entrepreneurs to develop a

product or service and bring in to market. Startup act as a venue to become an

entrepreneur as well they can generate more employment opportunities and there

by wealth and prosperity of the nation. In recent times our country has given much

emphasis to startup initiatives like startup India, Atal innovation, and there by achieve

economic prosperity. Students are prime pillars for determining the future of our

country. They possess innovative ideas and adaptable mind. This study is an attempt

to know the startup awareness among students. To examine this, data was elicited

through well structured questionnaire among higher secondary students of Thrissur

district consisting of 100 samples. This study reveals that students have a general

awareness about startup, regarding various schemes proposed by the government

to boost startup but they do not have a proper knowledge regarding this.
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Introduction

“Take up one idea. Make that one idea your life, think of it, dream of it, live on

that idea, let the brain, muscles, nerve, every part of your body be full of that idea and

just leave every other idea alone. This is the way to success.”

Mr.Narendra Modi.

The Prime Minister Of India.

It is what startup business are doing, they make use of their own idea and

leads the society in a progressive way. Startup companies are newly founded

companies or an entrepreneurial venture that intended to solve the existing problem

of society in an innovative way. Now it becomes the flavor of taste of Indian market.

Being a country with 130 core population startup offers a plethora of opportunities.

It becomes a plat form where budding entrepreneurs could establish themselves

without any base. The government of India showing greater positive attitude towards

entrepreneurs make in India, startup India, Mudra Yogna.All these provides a greater

opportunity for startups. Along with government initiatives there is a startup arena

in technology and internet also. The agencies like government, educational

institutions are joining hands to build a better ecosystem for young people. The

progress and prosperity of nation is always depends on youngsters .They possess an

innovative and vibrant mindset to solve the problems of society and leads the nations

to economic prosperity. In this study, researcher attempt to identify startup

awareness among higher secondary students.

Hypothesis

HO: The two attributes gender and startups awareness are independent.

Methodology

The present study is mainly concentrated in Thrissur revenue district of Kerala,

which consists of 12 sub district. On the basis of area the entire population is divied

in to strata. From this samples are selected by using convenience sampling. 100

samples are selected for the purpose of study. The data were collected using

questionnaire through Google forms. The collected data were analyzed and

interpreted. Graphs and diagrams are used for better presentation
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Statement of the problem

Start up is the new innovative forms of an entrepreneurship. Although

entrepreneurs are facing problems still they are shining like a sun. Startup is now

becomes an important element that brings changes in the economic status of the

nation. They are the creators of job rather than a seeker of job. If India wants to be

developed startup plays a crucial role. Because of this, the government is launched

the various initiatives schemes. As per the honorable prime minister of India

Mr.Narendra Modi startup campaign of Indian government with the aids to technology

and innovation is exhilarating and efficient mechanism for transformation of India.

And therefore it is important to promote and encourage skill, awareness and

opportunities among school students. Students with innovative and vibrant mind set

will certainly benfited through startups. And startups can act as a foot step to enter in

to greater heights. And there by these budding entrepreneurs will becomes the future

entrepreneurs of the country. It is in this background present study explores the start

up awareness among higher secondary students, factors which motivate them towards

startup and to find out the barriers faced by students while entering in to startups.

Review of Literature.

A Literature review is a summary of previous research on a topic. Extensive

reviews of literature regarding startup awareness among higher secondary students

have been made and the major are included are,

1. Jain.S (2019) Conducted a study entitled” Growth Of Startup Ecosystem In India”.

The study revealed that the main problems of Indian startup and also pointed out

these problems such as unorganized, fragmented market and lack of proper

communication sources.

2. Babu.S & Sridevi.K (2019) in the article entitled “A Study on Issues and Challenges

of Startup in India”. Focused to explore the issues and challenges of startups and

various government initiatives for the development of startup and to analyse the

growth and opportunities of startup. The study revealed that startups has a lot of

challenges ranging from finance to human resources.

3. Shijith.V ( 2019) “ A Study On Awareness Of Startup Among Students In Higher

Education With Special Reference To Kannur District Of Kerala”. with the main objective

is to find out the awareness of startup in Higher education and to know the

respondents interest of being self

employed. Findings of the study showcased that majority of respondents are

interested in exploiting new opportunities but respondents are partially aware about

the government policies.

4. Chidambaram & Nagarajan (2019) conducted a study entitled Tech-Startups: A

Milestone To Indian Economy”. This study attempts to the growth and development

of technology startup in India and considering the steps taken by the government of
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India for the welfare of Start-ups. The study revealed that techno startup will have

huge opportunity in future innovative technology, government assistance will develop

tech-startups but the main failures are due to lack of awareness and quality advisors

available for entrepreneurs.

Even though many research are done in this field the investigator attempts to

• To analyze the extent of awareness about startup and supporting schemes of

government among students.

• To examine the factors motivating students towards startups.

• To examine the relation between gender and startup awareness among higher

secondary students.

• To find out the perceived barriers faced by students while entering startup.

Data and Analysis and Interpretation

Table no1  showing respondents awareness about startups
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According the above table and graph is revealed that lack of proper knowledge

is the major barrier faced by the majority of students. 28% of respondents as fund

inadequacy, 14% as lack of government support, 48%,10% as lack of proper knowledge

and non availability of resources respectively.

Findings

1. 78% of respondents are aware about the startups.

2. Most of the respondents are aware about various schemes of government to

boost startup business.

3. The startup awareness and gender are independent.

4. The most important factor motivating students towards startup is to become self

reliant and considering as an employment.

5. The study reveals that lack of proper knowledge is the major barriers towards

entering startups.

Conclusion

This paper is an attempt to portray the awareness of students about startups.

“Start up India stand up India” is now becomes the slogan of our country, which gives

much emphasis to entrepreneurship and job creation. Destiny of the country is in

the hands of youngsters. And their awareness regarding startup is significant. The

findings from the study lead to the conclusion that most of the students are aware

about startup and they are motivated towards startup business as a result of various

factors. But they do not have proper knowledge regarding startup which acts as a

major barrier. So it can be concluded that if there is more direct opportunity at school

level itself to explore the innovative mindset of students and provides proper

knowledge regarding startups, young generation will contribute innovative

ideas.“Who knows when an idea become an opportunity and an innovation took
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place. So hope should always alive and keep originating new ideas” when this is

properly communicated students, they can easily enter in to startup and these

budding entrepreneurs will becomes a ray of hope serving as the future

entrepreneurs of the country.
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